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The good news is - anyone can do it. Just cut and paste. The bad news is - 
anyone can do it. Just cut and paste.   

 

One hundred professional collage artworks are being displayed in 

Collingwood for three weeks, beginning the 5th of February 2014 at the 

69 Smith St Gallery. The original, handmade works of art by co-

conspirators, Xtian, Tim Harris and Mat Blackwell from Melbourne and Dan 

Kelly from Ballarat, will be on sale for between $200 and $400.  

  



Everywhere we look there are images, which have been “sourced”, used, 
reused and abused. Pixels have been stretched, shrunk and pushed into 
shape all in the name of selling you a product. It‟s this daily deception that 
makes the art form of collage so important in today‟s society - it‟s obvious, it‟s 
explicit, it‟s the truth in the lie we all share.  
 
“Instead of quietly, sneaking around stealing and reusing images or ideas to 
sell a message, we are explicit borrowers,” explains The Wrong Head‟s 
organiser and contributing artist Xtian. “We disassemble images from their 
original purpose right before your eyes - sometimes violently, creepily, or 
ironically, so as to create something new, unexpected, unintentional and 
wonderful.”  
 
Like the forefathers of the art form: Picasso and Ernst, no computers were 
used and no pixels harmed in The Wrong Head exhibition. All the amazing 
pieces on show are created using found text and images and made the 
traditional way with scissors and glue. Yet each artist demonstrates vastly 
different styles, agendas and personalities in their work. 

 

According to Xtian: “For Dadaists and Surrealists, collage was a revolutionary 
art technique in the 1920s used to „illustrate‟ their dreams, through which they 
could create topsy-turvy realities or just confound viewers. The images 
produced caused a real stir in the collective imagination as the familiar 
became unfamiliar, thus opening up strange realms for us to explore - or to 
run away from.” 
 
The Wrong Head‟s artists want to resuscitate this once-important art form, 
showcasing cut-and-paste collage‟s wild and revolutionary roots; where 
images are produced without any boundaries on imagination; where they 
amaze (and surprise) even their creators. 
 

In addition to the original pieces, two books by The Wrong Head artists 

will also be available to purchase at the 69 Smith Street Gallery for $45 

each: one is a collection of all the art being exhibited, the other is of a 

special deck of playing cards being given The Wrong Head treatment by 

the four collage artists. The originals are being given away as gifts at the 

exhibition’s launch on 08 February 2014, along with a copy of each book 

raffled off as well. 

 

Always adding, taking, shaping, improving or destroying, howling derisive 
mockery or just giggling it‟s definitely worth checking out. It‟s the wrong head!  
 
***ENDS*** 
 

 Interviews and hi-res examples of The Wrong Head artworks being 
exhibited are available for media on request. 

 Visit http://wronghead.gadzooxtian.com for artist bios, links to individual 
websites and more information. 

http://wronghead.gadzooxtian.com/


 For all enquiries please contact The Wrong Head Organiser / 
Spokesperson: Xtian (pron.: “Christian”) on 0438 280 340 or 
contact.x@gmail.com  
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